Coauthor Permissions

Dr. Aaron Malone


---

**Re: Coauthor Permission**

Yes, you have my permission.

Let me know if you need a more formal document.

Aaron Malone, PhD (pronouns: he / him)
Research Assistant Professor, Mining Engineering Department
Research Associate, Payne Institute for Public Policy
Office - Brown Hall 210, amalone@mines.edu

---

**From: Gerardo Martinez <gmartinez1@mines.edu>**
**Sent: Monday, August 1, 2022 12:00 PM**
**To: Aaron Malone <amalone@mines.edu>**
**Subject: Coauthor Permission**

Good afternoon Aaron,

In order to include the article we published in my dissertation, I need your approval as coauthor as you are not on my committee. Do I have your permission to include the article?


Thanks a lot,

Gerardo Martinez
Dr. Marcello M. Veiga


---

[External] Re: Coauthor Permission

MV ○ Marcello Veiga <veigamining@gmail.com>
To: ○ Gerardo Martinez

Yes ..you have my permission to use the articles in your thesis

Best

Marcello

---------------------

Marcello M. Veiga,
P.Eng., PhD
Professor Emeritus
Department of Mining Engineering
University of British Columbia
Vancouver, Canada
WhatsApp/cell: +1 778 9971590

On Mon., Aug. 1, 2022, 10:57 a.m. Gerardo Martinez, <gmartinez1@mines.edu> wrote:

Good afternoon Marcello,

In order to include the two articles we published in my dissertation, I need your approval as coauthor as you are not on my committee. Do I have your permission to include the two articles?
Dr. Oscar Jaime Restrepo Baena